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MY MEMORIES OF V. JARNÍK

Paul Erdös

I knew of Jarník as a great mathematician since the early 1930’s. However, I
met him only at the meeting in Oslo 1936. In the spring of 1937 returning from
England to Hungary I stopped in Prague for 2–3 days to visit Jarník. I also met
the Loewner family in Prague, later I met the Loewners in Princeton, Syracuse
and California. In 1967 my mother and I had a dinner with Loewner at the faculty
club in Stanford, unfortunately Loewner

”
left“ a few weeks later. Chung wrote

”
Loewner left, we will follow.“

In our joint paper with Jarník1 [1] we found a simple proof of a theorem of
Chinčin (Khinchin) [2]:

Satz. Zu jedem Paar von positiven Zahlen γ, n gibt es ein δ = δ(γ, n) > 0
mit folgender Eigenschaft:

Sind r1, r2, . . . , rn, q ganze Zahlen mit

q > 0, (r1, . . . , rn, q) = 1

und besitzt die Kongruenz

n∑
i=1

rixi ≡ 0 (mod q)

keine Lösung mit

0 < max
16i6n

|xi| 6 γq1/n,

so besitzt die Kongruenz
n∑
i=1

rixi ≡ m (mod q)

1 I remembered that we finished our paper when I was visiting Jarník in Prague in 1937
but this is contradicted to the fact that our paper was submitted Oct 1 1936.
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für jedes m keine Lösung mit

max
16i6n

|xi| 6 δq1/n.

As far as I remember neither I nor Jarník have ever returned to this topic
again.

In 1949 after a short visit to Hungary I went to England and US via Prague
and Jarník met me at the airport. This is the last time I saw him.

In 1937 we talked besides mathematics a great deal about politics. It just
occurred to me that Mrs. Jarník did not at first realize that I am not on the side
of Horthy. In 1949 I did not talk much about politics with Jarník—he originally,
I think, was quite favourable to the leftist ideas but did not very much like the
later development.
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